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The provisionals were not replaced until 1900 (4c) or 1902 (10c), why wait so long? Probably 

money, North Borneo, which also administered Labuan for the Crown and was responsible for 

its stamps, was on the brink of bankruptcy having spent too much on the railway and a cross 

country telegraph (the poles eaten by termites and the copper wire locally 're-purposed') and in 

fact was only saved by the rubber boom of the early 1900's. The provisionals did the job, had 

cost very little to produce and used the excess stock of the $1, therefore it was only after North 

Borneo joined the Imperial Penny Post scheme in 1899 that a 4c stamp was issued. 4c was the 

equivalent to 1d and would become the most used stamp as it paid the letter rate to almost all 

destinations in the Empire including the U.K. while continuing to be the overseas postcard rate. 

 

The company called upon the services of Waterlow and Sons to produce the new two colour 4c 

stamp depicting a Orangutan, 'unfortunately' choosing colours for both North Borneo and 

Labuan which did not conform to the UPU recommended colour for overseas letters so 

requiring a rapid reprint – and more sales to collectors? The 10c was not issued until 1902, 

possibly because there was not such a pressing need for this value as 10c became the rate for 

'foreign' (non Imperial) letters and maybe there was a still good stock of the 10c and higher 

value provisionals. The 10c depicted a Sun Bear, another example of the exotic fauna of Borneo, 

was accompanied by a 16c stamp which had no obvious postal use, but was possibly issued to 

mark the opening of the North Borneo metre gauge railway, the train on the stamp looking 

distinctly 'toy town', but the railway has been recently upgraded, with Chinese assistance, and 

still operates daily. 

 

Although it looks like the North Borneo stamps have been overprinted 'LABUAN' this is not 

so, as with the  1894 and 1897 Waterlow definitives 'LABUAN' has been engraved on the 

vignette plate so positioned to cover the words 'NORTH BORNEO' which is part of the design 

of the frame plate, a rather nifty way of avoiding a third pass through the press. Unlike the 

previous issues the colours of Labuan and North Borneo stamps are the same, which would 

have saved a few dollars more.   

 

There was little postal need for the 20c 30, and 40c values so it wasn't until 1925 that a 20c on 

18c provisional appeared, this to use up the redundant 18c value, 1939 for the first regular issue. 

1949 for a 30c (part of the UPU  omnibus set) and never for a 40c. From 1906 until the Japanese 

invasion Labuan used the stamps of the Straits Settlements as it was under their administration.   

 

I hope you enjoy the display. 
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